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This course focuses on European history from the “Renaissance” through the French Revolution.
Themes covered will include: colonialism; human rights; national identity and its construction;
conflicts between ideals of liberalism and conservatism; mercantilism, capitalism, anarchism; race;
genders and sexualities; conflicts between ideals of political control of the many vs. political control
of the few; and questions about the construction of social classes. Supplementary texts will include
primary sources, films and scholarly articles. This course demands self-motivation, dedicated
reading, critical writing, and class participation.
Note: Changes may be made to this syllabus during the course of the semester.
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2010. ISBN 9781848311817.
Voltaire. Candide, Or, Optimism. Translated by Peter Constantine. New York: Modern Library, 2005.
ISBN 9780812972016.
Walker, Jonathan. Pistols! Treason! Murder!: The Rise and Fall of a Master Spy. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 2009. ISBN 9780801893704.
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Attendance Policy
Class attendance is fundamental to performing well in this class. Furthermore, it is also an indicator
of a student’s seriousness in her/his studies, and is required. Attendance will be taken every day, and
will be an important consideration when figuring grades at the end of semester. Under most
circumstances, no more than four absences will be allowed without incurring severe penalty to
one’s participation grade. A written excuse will be required in order to make up a major
paper/exam/quizzes (which may be made up at the professor’s discretion, and may be more
comprehensive). A “written excuse” means written/printed verification from the University, a doctor,
or the dean’s office that the student’s absence was legitimate. Students must arrive before the end of
roll call, or run the risk of being counted absent. If you know you will be late in advance, students
should contact the professor and make arrangements. Leaving class early must be discussed via
e-mail or in person with the professor prior to class. Leaving class early without prior discussion
with the professor will result in an absence and/or further repercussions.
Course Conduct
Students are expected to cooperate in maintaining a classroom environment that is conducive to
learning for fellow students and faculty. No personal attacks will be tolerated. If a student feels
uncomfortable because of something said in class, please arrange to discuss the matter with me.
Academic dishonesty of any kind—cheating, plagiarism, etc.—will not be tolerated. Any hint of such
action will result in an immediate and irrevocable failing grade on the assignment, and the student will
face the possibility of a failing grade and/or expulsion from the class. If the student has questions as
to what plagiarism is, I am available for any questions s/he might have.
§ Snack foods are allowed, but not full meals—unless you bring something for the whole class. Drinks
are allowed—except for the alcoholic variety. Laptops are allowed, however, technology should
enhance your learning experience, not detract from it. Phones must be placed on SILENT. No
excessive chatting/texting (good texting: “I’m in class, chat later”).
§ Students are expected to respect both the professor and fellow colleagues in all venues of lecture
and discussion. This includes refraining from personal attacks during discussion. Students are
expected to conduct themselves in a manner fitting of a university classroom.
§ Students who feel the need to nap during class will be excused from the classroom, and may be
marked absent for the day. Such action will be considered in the student’s participation grade.
§ If a student encounters a problem with the Blackboard website or the Blog, it is the student’s
responsibility to alert the professor as soon as possible regarding any technical difficulty
encountered.
Students with special needs should identify themselves at the beginning of the semester. All
necessary assistance and aid will be given to facilitate their active participation and success in the
classroom.
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Course Requirements:
§ Participation in class (300 points)
o Attendance and Regular Participation in Class Discussion
o Blog Posts (usually twice a week)
o Student Dialogues (students will lead one dialogue session during the term)
§ 3 Formal Essays: 2.5 pages minimum (50 points each, 150 points total)
§ 2 Film Analysis papers: 3-4 pages each (50 points each, 100 points total)
§ 2 Coffee Shop Reports: 200 words maximum (25 points each, 50 points total)
§ Final Project (200 points)
§ Final Class Presentations (100 points)
Total points possible: 900 points
(Bonus point opportunities might be available throughout the semester)
ALL assignments are due ON THE DAY OF CLASS indicated; and MUST be turned in to
turnitin.com by 5PM. A paper is not considered submitted until both a hard copy and digital
copy have been submitted. No last minute extensions will be given, but if a student has a conflict
or other legitimate rationale, an extension may be given at the professor’s discretion.
All papers must have 1” margins, be double spaced, justified and in Times New
Roman or Garamond, size 12 font. Papers must be numbered. Any deviation in margins, spacing,
font and size will result in a reduction. If you have questions, please ask in advance.
§ TurnItIn.com: This class will be using this website to help both the students and the instructor with
the intricacies of avoiding plagiarism. ALL papers/essays must be submitted via this website.
o Create an account at www.TurnItIn.com
o Class ID: 5904876
o Password:

GRADING
The most common grades, given by instructors, are letter grades representing levels of academic
achievement. These letter grades, their description and their quality points are indicated below:
Letter Grade
A
AB+
B
BC+
C
CD
F

Description
Excellent; Honors-level work, outstanding.
Still excellent.
Very Good; High Level of performance.
Good; Solid & above average level of
performance.
Good; Still above average.
Average level of performance.
Satisfactory; Acceptable level of performance.
Minimally acceptable.
Passing, but unsatisfactory; Below average
performance.
Failure. Inferior performance.
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Participation (300 points)
This grade considers:
1) Your REGULAR, ACTIVE participation during in-class discussion.
2) TWO short weekly BLOG responses posted to http://www.NotebooksforDialogue.org
• First, create a Tumblr.com account, and then join the blog at:
http://www.tumblr.com/join/F39M6KzIsM
•

The first weekly posting, DUE before 5 a.m. on Wednesday morning, will be a brief
short response a short paragraph analysing/developing an idea or section of the text
critically. This should not be a summary of the text. A good response should connect
topics previously discussed in class. Your response should quote from the text. Use tag:
“txt responses”.

•

The second weekly posting, DUE at 5 a.m. on Friday morning, should be inspired by
the readings/discussions from class. This posting should be more personal in tone, and
can incorporate outside sources/links, reflecting upon how the topics discussed in class
affect your everyday life. Use tag: “everyday”.

3) FURTHER, students will choose one topic at the beginning of the semester and guide a
dialogue on said topic. Students are encouraged to find news articles related to class discussion
from that week as outlined by the syllabus, but may include outside topics of specific relevant
interest if considered truly significant news (i.e., Greece being kicked out of the E.U., World
War III breaks out, etc.) Strictly political news should be avoided. Students will introduce
the topic, discuss relevant issues, and lead a discussion. Students may work individually, in
pairs, or small groups, according to their own preferences.
If students assign any videos/short articles to their fellow classmates, they must be
sent to the professor by the Wednesday at 5PM.
4) Students must bring printed copies of readings to class. It is recommended that students
take notes on all primary source material read/viewed. Your attendance, in addition to your
participation, and thoughtful contributions to class discussion are factored into this
portion of your grade.
5) NOTICE: If it becomes apparent that students are not doing their reading, not
posting, not participating in class discussion, or not bringing their printed material,
POP QUIZZES may be administered at any point in the semester.

THREE FORMAL ESSAYS (50 points each, 150 points total)
You will be responsible for THREE formal source analysis essays (2.5 pages minimum).
You will be given at least a week's advance notice to complete the assignment, if not more.
These essays will be chosen from the reading list provided in the class schedule, and must be
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turned in on the day under which it falls, as indicated on the course schedule. On weeks that
there is an essay due, students will only be responsible for Friday blog post. If the
student feels comfortable posting her/his formal essay on the blog, they are encouraged to do
so. The purpose of these assignments is to develop students’ analytical skills. In these papers
you will provide a response to your reading of the assigned primary or secondary source for
that class, asking questions of the text, considering ways in which that source might be used
or analyzed. Students must submit both a hard copy and a digital copy to turnitin.com.

TWO FILM ANALYSIS PAPERS (50 points each, 100 points total)
Choose TWO films from the list below:
1. Papers should be 3-4 pages each.
2. Briefly summarize the action (no more than 1/3 page)
3. Analyze the film using a cultural studies perspective, analyzing the films portrayal of: Race,
Ethnicity, Gender and Sexuality, Nationalism, and/or Class (your selection should be
identified in the introduction of the essay). Students should use Introducing Cultural Studies: A
Graphic Guide as a guide as how to critically analyze the film(s). Students should be drawing
upon texts discussed in class. Students should analyse both the plot of the film and the
historical moment depicted, while critiquing the director’s choices. If the student feels
comfortable posting her/his formal essay on the blog, they are encouraged to do so.
4. Students are responsible for locating the films; the Fordham Library and Inter-Library
Loan are excellent resources.
5. Papers must be turned in on the day of the week on which it falls on the syllabus;
submission via TurnItIn.com is due by 5 p.m. of that day. Students must submit both
digital and hard copies.

Possible Films for Review
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

La Marseillaise (1938), Jean Renoir
La Monja Alferez (1943), directed by Emilio
Gómez Muriel
Reign of Terror (1949), Anthony Mann
Martin Luther (1953), Irving Pichel
The Count of Monte Cristo (1954), Robert
Vernay
The Virgin Queen (1955), Jenry Koster
Tempest (1959), Alberto Lattuada
Pit and the Pendulum (1961), Roger Corman
The Agony and the Ecstasy (1965), Carol Reed
La prise de pouvoir par Louis XIV (1966),
Roberto Rossellini
The Nun (1966), Jacques Rivetter
Mary, Queen of Scots (1971), Charles Jarrott
The Three Musketeers (1973), Richard Lester
The Four Musketeers (1974), Richard Lester
Galileo (1975), Joseph Losey

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Winstanley (1975), Kevin Brownlow
Danton (1982), Andrzej Wajda
The Return of Martin Guerre (1982), Daniel Vigne
Caravaggio (1986), Derek Jarman
The Mission (1986), Roland Joffé
Dangerous Liaisons (1988), Stephen Frears
The Return of the Musketeers (1989), Richard Lester
Yo, la peor de todas (1990), María Luis Bemberg
1492: Conquest of Paradise (1992), Ridley Scott
Queen Margot (1994), Patrice Chéreau
Elizabeth (1998), Shekhar Kapur
The Man in the Iron Mask (1998), William Richert
Shakespeare in Love (1998), John Madden
Vatel (2000), Roland Joffé
Gunpowder, Treason & Plot (2004), Gillies
MacKinnon
Marie Antoinette (2006), Sofia Coppola
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TWO Overheard in a Coffee Shop Reports (25 points each, 50 points
total)
For this assignment you will visit two coffee shops, either in Belmont, Manhattan, or Brooklyn.
You are to take a picture of the coffee shop visited (be creative with your photo) and act as
the first newspaper reporters did, reporting back topics of conversation overheard relating to
politics and philosophy that you feel are reflective of 21st century life generally. Also, consider
ambiance; what other non-verbal observations can be made? Each vignette should be 150
words maximum.
The photos and paragraphs MUST be posted to the blog using the tag “in a coffee shop”.
Each vignette should be posted individually. All postings are due by 23 April. A list of some
of my favourites can be found here:
http://notebooksfordialogue.org/post/44125124596

FINAL PROJECT (200 points)
OPTION I:
Research Proposal Project:
This assignment requires students to go through the process of preparing to investigate an
extensive research project, but without going on to do said project. The scope of the project
should be larger than an undergraduate could undergo in a given semester. You will write a
proposal to do this research project, and explain your audience as to why your research is
worth supporting. Students should demonstrate credibility, clarity, and persuasion.
Each student will choose a topic based on a cultural reading of a topic of your choosing, i.e.,
clothing, facial hair, wigs, Queen Isabel and her poor hygiene, wine, human rights,
encyclopaedias, young people, debt, architecture, urban planning, mercantilism, disease, golf,
witches, coffee shops, Orientalism, riots, food, images of women, street drinking, actors and
theatre, terrorism, environmentalism, prostitution, zoos, fairy tales, etc. This topic may even
bridge into contemporary European history, but must connect to the Early Modern period.
You will have set-up an appointment before the 6th week of the semester to discuss
your topic. All research topics must be approved in advance. You will identify a question to
research, and then read and digest the most important books and articles for your topic,
prepare a selective bibliography of relevant works (both articles and books), and elaborate
a thesis. Based upon this research, you will write a project proposal.
You are writing a “proposal” to justify your research, as though you were applying for
funding to do this work. Through this assignment students should learn to develop an idea;
engage in scholarly research; broadly discuss arguments and debates related to a topic; and to
propose new directions for research. This assignment will teach students not only the process
of research, but will also teach students to clearly, concisely explain their ideas to an audience.
This assignment may vary in length, but should be at minimum 6 full pages long.
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1. Choose a general topic.
Start by choosing an article, primary source, novel or film of interest. This is your
inspiration. It would behoove the student to look at the syllabus for future topics of
discussion before making a decision. Based upon this idea, the student will decide upon
a topic and present to me a typed statement. This is due on the FRIDAY of the 7th
Week of class. In that statement, students should identify and justify their choice.
You should have done some background research on a question or theme that you wish
to explore further. You should discuss any background research you have done in your
written statement.
2. Begin the research process. Do not go the library and pull the first available volume off
the shelf. Instead:
a. Check the footnotes and bibliographies from texts and class readings
b. Find a journal article in a prestigious history journal (not just any journal!) and look
at the literature cited in the footnotes. Consider: Journal of Modern History, Central
European Studies, Journal of Contemporary History.
• Note that some more specialized journals will occasionally have an entire issue
devoted to a single topic, for example National Socialism and Sex, e.g. Journal
of the History of Sexuality (Vol. 11, Numbers 1-2, January/April 2002)
c. Don’t be afraid to ASK a reference librarian. TRY an Amazon.com keyword
search.
3. Using this first source, determine leads to the other principal works in the field. Consult
both the bibliography and the footnotes for relevant works. Think of this as a treasure
hunt, but keep your initial question and hypothesis in view. Your assessment of your
question will probably change over time (keep track!).
4. Follow these leads to continue your reading and research for the paper.
5. You may also want to consult databases such as: Historical Abstracts and JSTOR
6. You should have a mixture of books and articles. You are welcome to start with some
searching on the Web (for example, to work out who some one is), but you may not use
Internet sources in your final bibliography; inclusion of Internet sources in the paper will
count off of your grade. Encyclopaedias of any kind (internet or print) are not
acceptable entries in the bibliography, although you are encouraged to consult
them for your own background reading (i.e., figuring out who is who or what
political group stands for what ideas).
Your proposal should:
1. Be divided into individually titled sections (of your choosing), thus making it easier for
your reader to follow.
2. Briefly introduce the primary source, film, memoir or novel you read (your
inspiration).
3. Identify the larger theme and/or question you have been following up and show how
it relates to the larger work you read (the material handed in earlier in the semester
may serve as a basis for this portion of the essay).
4. Demonstrate that you have followed the research strategies outlined here. They may
be supplemented with others, but you need to follow a bibliographic trail.
5. Detail, in at least one page, the process of your research (this means intellectual
progress, not geographical movement).
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6. Detail, in at least one to three paragraphs, a thesis (i.e., a considered and informed
hypothesis answering an historical query) that you have developed out of your
research. Consider issues of gender, race, nationality, ethnicity, class, and/or
European identity.
7. Demonstrate at least two examples of the evidence you would use to support this
thesis if you were writing a paper. Footnote your evidence using the Chicago/Turabian
format.
8. Elaborate in a few pages the issues, possible directions in future research, outcomes
and/or conclusions that emerged out of your reading.
9. Demonstrate to your reader why your research deserves support.
10. Attach an annotated bibliography of the texts you have used. Five is a reasonable
minimum. Please write your bibliography in the Chicago/Turabian citation format.
11. The proposal should conform to the same format standards (margins, font, justified,
etc.) as the film papers.
OPTION II:
With advanced planning, discussion and approval, the student may create an alternative project. This
project could be:
1) The creation of a short film or documentary, which would include a director’s statement, a
bibliography, and explanation of sources utilized. Students should write an extensive
description of how the project might be further developed into a longer work.
2) A portfolio of paintings, drawings, or other art that is accompanied with a written academic
treatise on the works, discussing the creative process, connecting it to European history which
would include a bibliography, and sources utilized. Students should write an extensive
description of how the project might be further developed into an exhibition.
3) Produced music or poetry collection relating to European culture/history, that is
accompanied with a written academic treatise of the piece, discussing the creative process,
connecting it to European history, which would include a bibliography, and sources utilized.
Students should write an extensive description of how the project might be further developed
into more substantive work.
If you choose such a project, you agree to include it on the class website under a Creative Commons Copyright
License. Students will be expected to present their project to the class.

FINAL PRESENTATION: 100 points
You will present on your research project. The presentation should be 4-5 minutes long.

EXTRA CREDIT:
Following the reviews and standards of the film reviews, students may elect to write a film analysis, from the following list
for extra credit. Students must post this review to the class blog. The essay is worth 20 possible bonus points to be
averaged into the overall grade. This essay is due 19 April.

•
•

Metropolis (1927), Fritz Lang
What Have I Done to Deserve This? (1984),
Pedro Almodóvar

•
•
•

La vie en rose (2007), Olivier Dahan
Welcome (2009), Philippe Lioret
Eden Is West (2009), Costa-Gavras
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•
•
•

Spare Parts (2005), Damjan Kozole
The Gleaners and I (2000), Agnès Varda
Volver (2006), Pedro Almodóvar

•
•

When We Leave (2010), Feo Aladag
In the Land of Blood and Honey (2011),
Angelina Jolie

PRELUDE:

an introduction to
socio-cultural history
WEEK 1—An Introduction to History, Cultural Studies and European Studies
Tuesday, 15 January—Introduction to course and cultural history
Discuss:
Sir Ken Robinson, “Changing Paradigms”
Wednesday, 16 January—Historians’ Toolbox: Describing What Happens
Discuss:
Gabrielle M. Spiegel, Practicing History: New Directions in Historical
Writing after the Linguistic Turn, introduction
Discuss:
William H. Sewell, Jr., “The Concept(s) of Culture”

SECTION I

the (RE)naissance, I:

Building Capitalism,
Nations, Imperialism, &
the Need for Human Rights

Friday, 18 January—Setting the Stage: Imagining Nations and Imagining a Past
Discuss:
Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities, selections
Discuss:
Theodor Mommsen, “Petrarch's Conception of the 'Dark Ages'”

WEEK 2—(re)Colonising Spain, and (re)Creating Empire, I
Tuesday, 22 January—Colonising Spain, Expulsion and Conversion
Discuss:
David Coleman, Creating Christian Granada: Society and Religious Culture
in an Old-World Frontier City, 1492-1600, selections
Discuss:
Orientalism, by Edward Said, selections (1978)
Wednesday, 23 January—Colonising the Americas, Enslaving Peoples
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Discuss:
Discuss:

Robin Blackburn, The Making of New World Slavery: From the Baroque to
the Modern, 1492-1800, selections
Niccolo Machiavelli, The Prince, selections

Friday, 25 January—Arguing for Human Rights
Discuss:
Bartolomé de las Casas, A Short Account of the Destruction of the Indies

WEEK 3—(re)Colonising Spain, and (re)Creating Empire, II
Tuesday, 29 January—Human Rights, State versus Nations
Discuss:
Bartolomé de las Casas, A Short Account of the Destruction of the Indies
Wednesday, 30 January—End, Act I
Discuss:
Bartolomé de las Casas, A Short Account of the Destruction of the Indies
Discuss:
Niccolo Machiavelli, The Prince, selections
Friday, 1 February—Notebooks for Dialogue, session 1
Students lead discussion of how Spanish colonisation still is felt today in the United States
and Latin America today.

SECTION II

the (RE)naissance, II:

Telling Their Stories
and Our Histories

WEEK 4—17th Century Trans* Nuns & the Popes that Approve them
Tuesday, 5 February—Genders and Sexualities in the Renaissance
Discuss:
Joan W. Scott "Gender: A Useful Category of Historical Analysis."
The American Historical Review 91, no. 5 (December 1986): 1053-075.,
selections
Discuss:
Catalina de Erauso, The Lieutenant Nun, (1592-1650), introduction
Wednesday, 6 February—Genders and Sexualities in the Renaissance
Discuss:
Catalina de Erauso, The Lieutenant Nun, (1592-1650)
Friday, 8 February—SNOW DAY
FIRST FORMAL ANALYSIS DUE
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WEEK 5—Narrating Histories
Tuesday, 12 February—Notebooks for Dialogue, session 2
Students lead discussion on issues of sexuality and gender in Europe today, students may
draw comparison to The Lieutenant Nun.
Discuss:
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/11/14/world/europe/swedishschool-de-emphasizes-gender-lines.html
Discuss:
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/06/10/world/europe/10ihtsweden.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0
Discuss:
http://www.economist.com/news/europe/21571188-where-doesgermany-stand-sexism-cloud-over-rainer
Discuss:
http://www.cbsnews.com/2100-202_162-585549.html
Wednesday, 13 February—Tilting Windmills
Discuss:
C.J. Moore, “Don Quixote and the facts of life”
http://www.nytimes.com/2005/09/23/opinion/23iht-edmoore.html
Discuss:
Anonymous, Lazarillo de Tormes, selections
Friday, 15 February—Notebooks for Dialogue, session 3
Students lead discussion current Spanish plan to reorganise state/issues with Catalunya.

WEEK 6—Into Chiaroscuro: The Case of Caravaggio
Tuesday, 19 February—MONDAY SCHEDULE
Wednesday, 20 February—Into the Darkness
Prepare:
PBS News Hour: 'Caravaggio: a Life Sacred and Profane'
http://video.pbs.org/video/2173003749/
Attend:
Caravaggio (1986), Derek Jarman
Friday, 22 February—Notebooks for Dialogue, session 4
Students Lead Discussion of Caravaggio (1986), directed by Derek Jarman.
Suggested:

First Of The Bad-Boy Artists
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=123892179
FIRST FILM ANALYSIS DUE

WEEK 7—Pistols! Treason! Plots! Spies! And Anarchists, too!
Tuesday, 26 February—Never Trust a Spy
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Discuss:

Jonathan Walker, Pistols! Treason! Murder!:
The Rise and Fall of a Master Spy

Wednesday, 27 February—Never Trust a Spy, 2
Discuss:
Jonathan Walker, Pistols! Treason! Murder!:
The Rise and Fall of a Master Spy
Friday, 1 March—Notebooks for Dialogue, session 5
Students lead discussion on Guy Fawkes and the Gunpowder Plot, and considering how the
state deals with treason, state secrets, and espionage today.
Suggested:
A to Z: The Gunpowder Plot
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/politics/7689391.stm
Guy Fawkes and the Gunpowder Plot
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EMLHau_rBJ8

SECTION III

utopias, madness
& civilisation
in the age of reason
WEEK 8—Capitalism and Pirates: A Global World
Tuesday, 5 March—Vermeer's Hat
Discuss:
Timothy Brook, Vermeer's Hat: The Seventeenth Century and the Dawn of
the Global World, selections
Wednesday, 6 March—Pirates, Anarchism, Capitalism and Democracy
Discuss:
Neil Postman, Building a Bridge to the 18th Century: How the Past
Can Improve Our Future, p. 3-35
Discuss:
Robert J. Antony, Pirates in the Age of Sail, selections
Friday, 8 March—Competing Paths to Utopia
Discuss:
Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of
Nations, selections
http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/mod/1776asmith-mercsys.asp
Discuss:
Immanuel Kant, A Critique of Pure Reason, selections

Spring Break
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WEEK 9—Illustrating the Enlightenment
Tuesday, 19 March—Critiquing our Present, Imagining Utopia
Discuss:
Voltaire, Candide, selections
Wednesday, 20 March—Pornography and the Enlightenment
Discuss:
Voltaire, Candide, selections
Discuss:
Robert Darnton, Forbidden Best-sellers of
Pre-Revolutionary France, selections
Friday, 22 March—Notebooks for Dialogue, session 6
Students lead discussion on ideas of Utopias and Dystopias today.
SECOND FILM ANALYSIS DUE

WEEK 10—Madness and Normativity: What Would Foucault Say?
Tuesday, 26 March—Social Constructions of (In)sanity, or Making Social Norms
Discuss:
Michel Foucault, Madness and Civilization, selections
Wednesday, 27 March—Social Constructions of (In)sanity, or Making Social Norms
Discuss:
Michel Foucault, Madness and Civilization, selections
Easter Break, 28 March-1 April

SECTION IV

(en)light(en)ing
revolution
WEEK 11—Networking in the Eighteenth Century: Tweeting the Revolution
Tuesday, 2 April—A Coffee House Revolution: What is a Revolution?
Discuss:
Neil Postman, Building a Bridge to the 18th Century: How the Past
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Discuss:

Can Improve Our Future, p. 36-57
The Econonimist, “The internet in a cup Coffee fuelled the information
exchanges of the 17th and 18th centuries” (magazine article)

Wednesday, 3 April—Policing Poetry: Networks in 18th Century Paris
Discuss:
Neil Postman, Building a Bridge to the 18th Century: How the Past
Can Improve Our Future, p. 58-98
Discuss:
Robert Darnton, Poetry and the Police: Communication Networks in
Eighteenth-Century Paris, selections
Discuss:
Robert Darnton, Blogging, Now and Then,
http://www.nybooks.com/blogs/nyrblog/2010/mar/18/bloggingnow-and-then/
Friday, 5 April—Notebooks for Dialogue, session 7
Students lead discussion on technology and revolution today, considering the Punk
Movement, Spanish Indignados Movement, Occupy Wall Street, and the Arab Spring.

WEEK 12—Practice of Everyday Life and Other Episodes
Tuesday, 9 April—Practicing Everyday Life
Discuss:
Michel De Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life: “making do”: uses and
tactics, selections
Discuss:
Peter Stallybrass, Allon White, The Politics and Poetics of Transgression,
selections
For More:
The Quest of Michel de Certeau
Wednesday, 10 April—Death to the Cats
Discuss:
Darnton, Robert. The Great Cat Massacre, chapter
Friday, 12 April—Notebooks for Dialogue, session 8
Students lead discussion on worker’s struggles in Europe today.
SECOND FORMAL ANALYSIS DUE

WEEK 13—Liberté, Égalité, Fraternité
Tuesday, 16 April—(en)Light(en)ing the Revolution
Discuss:
The French Revolution and Human Rights:
A Brief Documentary History, selections
Wednesday, 17 April—Man, Citizen, but not Women
Discuss:
The French Revolution and Human Rights:
A Brief Documentary History, selections
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Friday, 19 April—Project Development
Students workshop their projects.

WEEK 14—Building Bridges, Creating Democracy
Tuesday, 23 April—Revising the Declarations, Imagining Utopias
Browse:
http://www.un.org/en/rights/
Revisit:
“Declaration of Rights of Man and Citizen”, from The French
Revolution and Human Rights: A Brief Documentary History, selections
Revisit:
“Declaration of Rights of Woman”, from The French Revolution and
Human Rights: A Brief Documentary History, selections
Read:
“What are Human Rights”
http://www.ohchr.org/en/issues/Pages/WhatareHumanRights.aspx
Come to class with at least one recent news story, from the last two years,
which describes a human rights violation. This should be printed out.
COFFEE SHOP REPORTS DUE
Wednesday, 24 April—Building a Bridge
Read:
Coffee Shop Reports of fellow students before class
Skim:
Neil Postman, Building a Bridge to the 18th Century: How the Past
Can Improve Our Future, p. 136-174
Friday, 26 April—Creating Terror, Eliminating the Other, Building Democracy
Skim:
Robespierre, Maximilien. Virtue and Terror. Edited by Slavoj Zizek.
London: Verso, 2007., Skim the introduction, and then read at least 3
sections from the edited text
THIRD FORMAL ANALYSIS DUE

WEEK 15—Presentations Week
Tuesday, 30 April—Student Presentations
Wednesday, 1 May—Student Presentations, continued

____________________
Wednesday, 8 May 2012
Student Presentations, continued.

Research Project Due
____________________
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